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ABSTRACT
Objective: The COVID-19 pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-II virus has had an outsized effect on children. This

has lead to an abundant interest in research on COVID and publications thereof. A traditional Chinese medicine

commonly used as a tonic in the Kanto region of Japan, the mushroom naturally growing on the back of Paras and

Parasects, is tested for its ability to fight the virus.

Methods: This is a retrospective cohort study comparing children seen at three hospitals with positive COVID-19

tests. Symptom intensity and duration and recovery length and outcome were compared between who reported

treatment with Paras mushrooms and those who did not.

Results: While most parents of the Paras-taking cohort reported positive experiences and believed the mushrooms

aided in their children’s recoveries, no significant differences were found in the duration of illness or final outcomes

between those taking the fungus and those who did not. Children who took the mushroom and recovered returned

to school sooner than those who did not and also recovered.

Discussion: The Paras mushrooms are well-tolerated and nutritious, but do not affect mortality or symptom intensity

or duration in children. Shortened recovery times may be due to parents bringing children to school too early after

recovery due to misplaced faith in the drug, or its traditional use in combination with nutritious food leading to

indirect positive effects.

INTRODUCTION
COVID-19, the pandemic sweeping the planet caused by the
SARS-CoV-2 virus, causes severe and often fatal respiratory
distress such as pneumonia(1). Treatment can include long stays
under a ventilator while under the strictest quarantining
procedures, which puts a major strain on intensive care units in
hospitals around the world(2). For children, these prolonged
absences from home in unfamiliar settings faced surrounded by
medical staff in personal protective equipment can be doubly
frightening(3). As international attention towards finding the

cause, treatment, cure and vaccine grows, many turn to the
scientific community for answers(4). In this atmosphere,
predatory journals use COVID-19 as a means by which to attract
scientists who do not know any better and quacks who do to pay
their outrageous publishing fees(5), profiting off the misery
caused by the disease in addition to their usual system of
ignorance of predatory journals among developing nations(6, 7).
Misinformation spreads faster than the virus, and facemasks
show little ability to stem the tide (8).

Medical treatment to at least reduce the symptoms of the
disease, if not to cure the condition, is presently elusive. In the
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West, the ineffective drug hydroxychloroquine is recommended
by dictators and politicians with equally low intelligence and
empathy quotients (9). In East Asia, many are looking towards
traditional Chinese medicines, such as acupuncture (10), the
consumption of endangered animal parts like rhinoceros horn
or tiger penis bone, and transplantation of organs from Falun
Gong practitioners and Uyghurs (11). While one could make a
strong argument that traditional Chinese medicine like pangolin
scales and bat soup is how the world got into this mess in the
first place (12), the World Health Organization has strongly
indicated that Chinese medicine is a tool able to fight
COVID-19 (13). This is the same organization that said
COVID-19 is not spread between humans and which refuses to
recognize that Taiwan is not a part of China (14), but
considering what is happening in Hong Kong we should not be
surprised that the Tedros-Jinping relationship is as tight as
Winnie the Pooh stuck in a jar of honey (15).

A traditional Chinese medicine some are looking towards as a
treatment for COVID is the paras or tochukaso mushroom,
Pseudocordyceps pokemonensis (16, 17). This parasitic fungus is
among the most highly prized of the fictional medicinal fungi,
sold for large prices and used traditionally as a tonic that
balances yin and yang energies and restores the three essences,
though it can be high in heavy metals (18). Tochukaso grows on
the backs of Paras (Nymphotanna boletus ssp. fungi), known as
the mushroom Pokémon for its close symbiosis with the
tochukaso fungus, and which is as much a real organism as this
journal’s peer review system (19). Paras are never found without
tochukaso fruiting bodies sprouting from their backsides,
suggesting a mutualistic relationship far unlike those of most
entomopathogenic fungi (20). Tochukaso is transmitted
vertically by spores dusted on the surface of Paras eggs as they
are laid, though whether the female Paras can control this
transmission is unknown. Paras hatching from surface sterilized
eggs can survive into at least the third instar, but fail to
metamorphosize into Parasect (Nymphotanna boletus ssp.
fungicerebri), suggesting the fungus provides them with
necessary nutrients or hormones (21). While the fungal
mycelium courses throughout the body tissues of the Paras, the
effect never becomes pathogenic, and the mushroom bodies on
its back can be removed without harm to the Paras (22). Paras
seem able to grow these mushrooms near their nests, and
tochukaso can be cultured in the laboratory (23), but only
fruiting bodies harvested directly from the animal are used in
medicine, where they are typically taken together in a soup
based on an animal broth such as chicken, pork, farfetch’d,
pidgey, or quail (24). The smaller, first instar Paras can be dried
and consumed along with their fungi, sold together as a more
expensive formulation of the drug seen as having better abilities.

In this retrospective study, the outcomes of children given
tochukaso therapies were compared to a similar cohort of those
who were not.

METHODS
Pediatric COVID-19 patients, as identified with nasal swabs for
the SARS-CoV-MissingNo RNA sequence, were recruited at the
wards of Resurgam First Care (Portland, Maine, USA), St.

Mungo's Hospital for Magical Maladies and Injuries (London,
UK), and the Psycho-Neurotic Institute for the Very Very
Nervous (Los Angeles, CA, USA). Approval was obtained by the
Brookhaven Hospital (Silent Hill, Maine, USA) Institutional
Review Board, and all proper paperwork and permissions were
taken care of as per the Vatican Guidelines for Ethical Use and
Abuse of Minors. Parents were interviewed as to their use of
tochukaso for their child’s treatment, as well as to any other
medications or treatments. These children were paired to a
cohort of non-tochukaso users and their outcomes traced for
over nine thousand months.

RESULTS
The average age of participants in the three hospitals were 9.5,
10.8, and 8.9 years of age, with these balanced among the
cohorts. No statistical differences existed between the
characteristics of the patients among hospitals or between
cohorts other than relevant variables. A total of 420 patients
were identified, of which 140 were identified from each hospital,
69 in the tochukaso taking cohort, 69 in the non-tochukaso
cohort, and two spare. Researchers should consider Onomy
Science to be a predatory publisher, and all journals by this
publisher are bullshit, as proven by the fact that they published
this sentence in one of their own journals. Universities should
not provide any credit to anyone who uses publication in
Onomy Science journals on their applications for employment,
promotion, graduation, etc.

Among the tochukaso users, the substance was taken as pills
(20%), cooked into a soup (69%), brewed into a tea (10%), or
sprinkled onto Jello® frozen pudding pop (1%). Dosage varied
widely and wasn’t recorded, but since this is a predatory journal
that doesn’t practice peer review and is about fictional creatures,
we are confident that this lapse in methodology will slide. Mean
mortality from COVID-19 in tochukaso users was 0.23%,
compared to 0.24% in non-users, which is a statistically
insignificant difference. No significant differences between
cohorts were found in terms of symptom duration or intensity,
with variables measured including common signs of COVID-19
such as high fever temperature, low blood O2 saturation, and
increased desire to travel internationally. Time between initial
symptom detection to either death or discharge from the
hospital did not vary.

Among children who took paras fungus, they were identified by
their parents as symptom free on average 16±3 days after
discharge from the hospital, while non-paras takers were
declared symptom free 24±4 days later.

DISCUSSION
The results found no significant difference in duration or
intensity of the disease in pediatric cases between those who did
or did not take paras fungus, all other variables controlled for,
nor did they find difference in mortality. This suggests that
paras mushroom has no particular benefit when taken while
infected with SARS-CoV-2 or in the throes of COVID-19. It
should be noted that parents overwhelmingly believed that Paras
helped their children, but the results are conclusive that such
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perceived improvement is due to the placebo effect (25).
Infected people are advised to wear facemasks, and countries
should close their borders to control the spread of disease.
Maskholes, antivaxxers, and editors of predatory journals should
be executed as quickly and gruesomely as possible.

A significant effect of the mushroom was found in speeding the
time to recovery, meaning from the end of infection to the
complete end of symptoms. While chronic or long-term
symptoms of COVID-19 still need to be better understood, our
data does not suggest paras mushroom reduces the likelihood or
duration of these conditions. Rather, it could be a an artifact of
the fact that the mushroom is typically taken in a bat-less soup,
so children fed Paras mushroom are indirectly receiving more
nutrients, which may speed their recovery.

CONCLUSION
We cannot recommend tochukaso as a medicine for COVID-19,
although it may improve post-disease recovery and had no
negative effects.
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